The College of Menominee Nation invites you to discover all it has to offer at campuses in Keshena and Green Bay.

Meet highly-qualified faculty members like CMN Professor Lisa Bosman. Learn about the College’s special opportunities for traditional students, working adults, and high school juniors and seniors. Find the major that meets your career needs among CMN’s uniquely-designed, fully-accredited programs of study.
**Small Campus Environment**

Learn about the friendly, small-college environments at both CMN locations. Study with American Indian and non-Indian students. Discover how an outstanding tribal college blends the best of modern learning with traditional wisdom and indigenous culture.

With an enrollment of more than 750 students, CMN makes it easy for you to get to know your classmates. With a 16:1 student to teacher ratio and average class size of 20, CMN professors and instructors get to know you and your special interests.

College facilities include nine buildings on a 52-acre rural campus in Keshena (top) and an urban location in metropolitan Green Bay (bottom).

---

**Big School Resources**

Take advantage of CMN’s quality educational resources, including up-to-date technology and well-equipped classrooms, laboratories and workshops.

Check out facilities including the robotic simulators in CMN’s Nursing program and high tech animation software in the College’s new Digital Media Laboratory and Production Studio. CMN’s Community Technology Center offers you free use of a wide array of up-to-date Mac and PC computers, video and still cameras, and software programs for your academic and personal projects.

At the College of Menominee Nation you can study with well-qualified academic scholars or with professionals in technical and trades areas. CMN faculty members hold high-level degrees in their fields of study. Technical instructors have solid credentials in areas in which they teach.

Because of the College’s international recognition, you can have opportunities throughout the year to meet visiting scholars, artists and indigenous delegations, and take part in travel/study programs nationwide and abroad.
Relevant Programs of Study

You can complete a four-year Bachelor's Degree, two-year Associate Degree, technical/trades Diploma, or a Certificate of Mastery program at the College of Menominee Nation.

Associate Degree studies at CMN can prepare you for immediate entry into a job, for further study for a Bachelor's Degree at the College of Menominee Nation, or for transfer to the University of Wisconsin or another university or college of your choice.

Ask the Admissions Office about articulation agreements that help assure that credits you earn at CMN will successfully transfer.

Applied Research and Hands-on Learning Enrich the Student Experience

The opportunities open to you as a CMN freshman and sophomore would typically be offered only to upper-level students at most universities. Internships based in academic programs, CMN's Sustainable Development Institute and the Center for First Americans Forestlands offer a variety of special study and research projects for credit or experience. Some also provide financial stipends.

Science, technology, engineering and math (STEM studies) are especially popular at the College. In recent semesters, CMN students have focused on invasive species, worked on archaeological site surveys, and studied regional and tropical plant ecology, water resources and climate change. Their work has been carried out near the CMN campuses, at major research universities around the U.S., and in Belize, Central America.

Each year, CMN students have opportunities to work on projects funded by agencies such as the National Science Foundation, U.S. Department of Agriculture, U.S. Forest Service, and Department of Education, and by private foundations. Hands-on learning experiences have included the creation of videos on cultural, environmental and historical issues; stage scripts and theater productions on American Indian themes, and essays, poetry and art for publication in book form and online.
**Effective Learning, Affordable Costs Are Key Components of the CMN Promise**

As a careful shopper, you want high quality and low cost, so consider the national studies that show CMN ranking near the top among community colleges for effective educational practice and among the lowest among all educational institutions in terms of cost.

Here is good news about cost: In a 2013 report by the U.S. Department of Education, CMN’s average net price was listed as lower than the price of 95 percent of 1,285 peer institutions and among the lowest 20% for average net price among the entire survey group of 6,823 colleges and universities.

When it comes to educational quality, CMN is well regarded in areas such as active learning, academic challenge, student-faculty interaction and support for learners. In recent benchmark comparisons, CMN placed in the top 90th percentile, and as a recent Peer Review Team report from CMN’s accrediting agency noted, the College “has significant strengths in the category of Helping Students Learn”.

**Diversity Is Alive and Thriving at CMN**

The College of Menominee Nation is one of 36 tribal colleges in the United States. While created to serve and chartered by the Menominee People, it offers open admission to all applicants who meet basic requirements. Just over two-thirds of the students attending CMN are enrolled or descendant American Indians, from tribes including the Menominee, Oneida, Stockbridge-Munsee, Chippewa, Choctaw, Ho-Chunk, Mohican, Navajo, Potawatomi and Sioux, among others. The remaining third of the enrollment includes Asian, Black, Hispanic and Caucasian students.

The faculty and staff members of the College are similarly diverse, with 52 percent being enrolled or descendant American Indians and others bringing diversity through ethnicity and national origin.
Modern Learning Blended with Traditional Wisdom

Along with high quality equipment and human resources, CMN delivers relevant cultural experiences, too.

You will find that all who teach CMN classes are committed to melding the best teaching practices with social and ethical values. These values are grounded in sustainability of the natural environment and human communities.

Core courses introduce you to American Indian history and culture, and the concerns of indigenous people around the world.

Academic and technical programs provide insights on making sustainability a hallmark of professional and personal life.

Internship and travel-study opportunities can open career doors and personal perspectives as they bring you into contact with high-level professionals at Federal and State agencies, faculty at major universities, and fascinating people from around the world.

Student organizations and social activities give hands-on practice to living the values of protecting the earth and sustaining community. Student groups at CMN range from those interested in business careers and environmental topics to those doing creative writing and American Indian theater.

At the College of Menominee Nation, “sustainability” means much more than energy conservation and recycling. In classroom studies and applied research projects, CMN helps you learn how many critical elements integrate in a sustainable world. These elements include:

- land and sovereignty issues for nations and indigenous communities,
- the natural environment as exemplified by the ecology and commerce of sustainable forestry,
- institutions of both rural and urban communities as they develop and mature,
- technology as it addresses information infrastructures and literacy, especially for underserved peoples,
- the economics of safe and reliable resources, such as food and water,
- and the social dimensions of human perception, activity and behavior as contributors to or forces against sustainability.
Admission and Financial Aid Information Is an E-mail or Phone Call Away

Why wait?

The College of Menominee Nation will help you to make the first step on your path to higher learning or to complete a journey you started in the past.

Visit the Keshena campus or Green Bay/Oneida campus at any time. You are always welcome at CMN. For a meeting with an advisor on admission, financial aid, or programs of study, or for a personal guided tour, contact the College in any of the following ways:

- Phone: 800 567-2344
- E-mail: admissions@menominee.edu
- Facebook: Like us on Facebook
- Website: menominee.edu

**Keshena Campus**
N172, Highway 47/55, P.O. Box 1179, Keshena WI 54135
Phone: 715 799-5600, ext. 3000
Or toll free: 800 567-2344

**Green Bay/Oneida Campus**
2733 S. Ridge Road, Green Bay WI 54304
Phone: 920 965-0070, ext. 4000
Or toll free: 800 567-2344